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Roxhill Consultation Documents DELIVERY DETAILS (for Friday 6th)

Importance:

High

Dear All
You’ve all helpfully agreed to take a set of consultation documents for the Northampton Gateway
consultation process which begins on Monday 9th (next week).
The plan is for the documents to be delivered to you this Friday (6th) so you have them in advance –
this includes the relevant Offices for Roade PC and for Courteenhall Parish Meeting, but most of the
rest are being taken to your home addresses so I wanted to forewarn you. Also, I am aware that
Roade PC is not usually open on a Friday.
They are coming from Leamington Spa, and will be brought in a van by Roxhill’s own delivery people
(not a courier, etc). I understand they will start delivering in the morning (after 9am) and this
process could take a few hours so they will be delivering through mid or late morning, possibly into
early afternoon.
If Friday morning is likely to be a major problem for taking delivery of these please let me know. If
there is an alternative local address which would be better on Friday please provide full details and
a postcode asap (by tomorrow lunchtime at the latest).
Alternatively, we could bring them on Monday 9th if Friday causes major problems, or if we miss
you altogether on Friday (we will be at the Hilton in Collingtree on Monday for the first exhibition).
The documents are organised in numerous labelled folders, and combined these take up three
document boxes.
Many thanks again for your involvement in the consultation process.
Regards
Steve
Steve Harley

Oxalis Planning, Unit 7, Wheatcroft Business Park,
Landmere Lane, Edwalton, Nottingham, NG12 4DG
T: + 44 (0) 1159 845 009 E: steve@oxalisplanning.co.uk
M: 07827 446247
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